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ABSTRACT

After a short historical review of the French
PWR programme with 45000 MWe in operation
and 15000 MWe under construction -, the paper
first develops the objectives and limits of
the standardization policy. Implementation
of standardization is described through suc-
cessive reactor series and feedback of expe-
rience, together with its impact on safety
and on codes and standards. Present benefits
of standardization range from low engineering
costs to low backfitting costs, via higher
quality, reduction in construction times and
start-up schedules and improved training of
operators. The future of the French programme
into the 1990's is again with an advanced
standardized series, the N4-1400 MW plant.
There is no doubt that the very positive expe-
rience with standardization is relevant to
any country trying to achieve self-reliance
in the nuclear power field.

INTRODUCTION

France has the second nuclear programme
in the world and this programme keeps going,
although at a slower pace. This programme
grew out of necessity, since France has no
Oil, no gas and little coal.
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Figure 1 Imported energy dependence
of France

But it could be implemented only through a so-
lid political will, a massive support from
the country, and the standardization policy
which w.'̂s decic]-.': in The rri'̂ iy i-ovi'nt its.

What was this policy, how has it been im-
plemented, what have been its results, will
he the first three questions I shall try to
bring answers to.

Today, the major question is : what .s
the possible future of standardization for
the 199C's, both in France and in the world ?
Can standardization still be n:i answer after
Chernobyl ? Answers will be sought in the
last section of this paper.

THE FRENCH PWR PROGRAMME

The first nuclear kWh was produced in
France in 1957 in Marcoule. The first EDF nu-
clear power station, called EDF 1 and located
at Chinon was put on line in 1963. It was fol-
lowed by a series of 5 graphite moderated -
gas cooled plants put into service between
1965 and 197?.

Meanwhile pre-industrial experiments
were carried out with the construction of a
heavy water reactor (connected to the grid
in 1967, it has been decommissioned in 1985),
a 250 MW fast-breeder reactor (which started
operation in 1973) and with the participation
to the Franco-Belgian PWR 305 MW unit put in
service at Chooz in 1967.

The French PWR programme really took off
in 1969 with the Tihange 1 Franco-Belgian
unit. After that the construction of 1 or 2
PWR 900 MW pre-series units was started each
year from 1970 on at the Fessenheim and Bugey
sites.

The 1973 oil sbock, with the embargo on oil
and the quadrupling of its price, was a sharp
reminder to France of its dependence and vul-
nerability because of low, economically ex-
ploitable, reserves of oil, gas and coal. Its
dependence on foreign sources of energy had
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in 1973.

Nuclear power was the oniy possible
means of reducing it. In early 1974, trie
French government decided to undertake an ex-
tensive programme : 13000 Kiv1 in 1974 arid
1975, 12000 MW in 1976 and 1977 and 5000 MW
each year from I'j78 to 1981. A crucial deci-
sion was made in 197b to concentrate this pro-
gramme or: P'llR' 5 and to launch a four-loops,
1300 W series.

Table 1 French PWR programme

900 M W S E R I E S 34 units (33connected-1 under construction)

- FESSENHEIM pre-series 2 units

• BUGEY pre-series 4 units

-CP1 sub-series 18 units

• CP2 sub-series 10 units

EDF
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.••ain Partners
for a nuclear' power plant

1 3 0 0 M W S E R I E S 20 units (9 connected-11 under construction)

- PALUEL pre-series 4 units

- P4 series 16 units

1400 MW SERIES (N4) 2 units ordered

To date, firm orders have been placed
for 56 PWR's units totalling 60000 MWe (table
1). During that period, Electricite de France
made nuclear investments of about 240 billion
of francs. The implementation of the 900 MWe
plants is almost completed : the last unit is
to be put in service this year. To date nine
1300 MW units have been brought on line and
three more are expected to this year.

THE STANDARDIZATION POLICY

The objectives of Standardization

The idea of standardization is not new
to Electricite de France : the advantages of
replication of components had already been
proven during the construction of conventio-
nal fossil-fired power plants of succesive si-
zes (125, 250, 600, 700 MWe series).

In 1975 the choice of a single type of
NSSS supplied by a single manufacturer (FRAMA-
TOME), followed by the choice of a single sup-
plier for the turbo-generator (ALSTHOM-ATLAN-
TIQUE) was a favourable factor. The parti'cu-
lar situation of EDF, owner, project manager,
architect-engineer, and operator of the
plants, was a decisive advantage for the laun-
ching of a nuclear programme based on a refe-
rence standard. (Figure 2)

The major objectives of standardization
are summarized in Table 2

Tab Je ? Objectives of standardization

Concentrate engineering work on a limited number
ol projects

Reduce construction time

Reduce cost

Benefit Irom teedback from construction
and operation experience

Structure the production industry elliciently

Set up quality assurance procedures lor all stages

Prepare a rigorous in depth personnel training
programme

As regards the design studies the development
of a standard model that can be adapted to the
conditions prevailing at different, sites, con-
siderably lightens the engineering workload.
Once approved, the standard model Is implemen-
ted without changes. However, v/hen necessary,
changes are backfitted to all the standardized
units.

During the construction and commissioning sta-
ge standardization is an essential factor in
mr-'̂ 'r-g cost projections and completion times.
it allows subcontractors to specialize their
production and to plan their work schedules
and requirements on a long-term basis.

When the plant is in operation standardization
makes it possible :
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- to take advantage of feed-back from expe-
rience,

- to anticipate maintenance work.

A high degree of standardization has
however its potential draw-backs : the other
side of the coin is the risk of generic
defects which may lead to simultaneous shut-
down of several units forming part of a se-
ries. On this account, two events signifi-
cantly affected the availability of the
French nuclear capacity in 108«; :

•- the failure of control-rod guide tube
pins,

- mechanical problems with the superheaters
of the second PVK-900 i-M series iOP2).

Even then, however, the likelihood of
simultaneous problemr. on many units is very
small, "u".d e:;ce the remedial action has beor:
developed and checked out, standardization
means that it can be applied rapidly and ef-
fectively on ail units in the; serf's affec-
ted.

Limits of standardization

For a nuclear programme being developed
on several sites, over a period of more than
ten years, standardisation comes up against
two main limitations :

a) Each site is characterized by geological
and seismic data, a cold source, a geographi-
cal, industrial, human, climatic environ-
ment ..., and it would not be economical to
define a standard project suitable for all
the different sites. Conversely, it is incon-
ceivable that one could choose sites which
could all comply with a given standard.
Therefore, the standard must be designed so
that it can be adapted to each site as satis-
factorily as possible.

Thus, the standardization criterion is limi-
ted in its total application to :

- systems and components,

- their installation, and consequently the
buildings and structures containing them,

- instrumentation and control.

Conversely, the foundations, the water struc-
tures, accesses and connection to the grid
are specific to each site;

b) Techniques evolve and standardization
must find the middle road between two con-
flicting aims : to stabilize the techniques
for a sufficient period of time in order to
draw the benefits from series construction,
and to leave the way open to improvements

because of technical progress, feed back of
experience and new regulatory requirements.

A compromise : series and backfitting
po1ici rs

Thus it is essential to find a compromi-
se between standardization and evolution.
This compromise has been reached in the
French programme through the series policy
(three 900 MW series, two 1300 MW series, one
\A0') :•"'.' L-orios) and the b&ck-f i t.t ir.g policy,
whereby modifications, whenever necessary,
are introduced on all the units of a series,
both those under construction and those in
operation.

IMPLEMENTATION OF STANDARDIZATION

The 3 and 4 loop series

Table 1 gave a list of the different se-
ries. i\ few of the ;nain characteristics of
the standardized series are given in figure
3. One can clearly identify some of the major
ütop changes in the design :

- from 3 to A loops

- from twin units to single units

- from a containment with inner metal liner
to one without liner but with an external
reinforced concrete wall.

Other changes involve the safeguard sys-
tems which were modified between the 3 loop
and the A loop series. Four basic principles
were applied to the design of these systems
for the 3 loop plants :

- the degree of redundancy of a system was
to be a function of the frequency of its use

—diversification of power sources (electrici-
ty and steam) was considered necessary for
the steam generator auxiliary feed-water sys-
tem

- functional diversification was equally con-
sidered for procedures dealing with ultimate-
core heat removal

- long term heat-removal capabilities were
to be provided (oeyond several hours or seve-
ral days).

A fifth principle, already partially ap-
plied to the 3 loop units, was made systema-
tic fox" the 4 loop units : the functional se-
paration of safeguards systems, such as the
High Pressure Safety Injection, from perma-
nent auxiliary systems, such as the Chemical
and Volume1 Control system. Geographical sepa-
ration of redundant trains was also improved
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PWR 900 MW

Fessenheim Bugey CP2

PWR 1300IYIW

P4 P'4

PWR1400MW

N4

Number ol units:
ordered

connected lo the grid
18
18

10

9

12
1

Rated thermal power 2 660MW 2785 MW 3817 MW 4 270MW

3 loops 4 loops

REACTOR
and

Reactor Coolant
System

• iucl assemblies: 157

• Assembly height: 4.C58 m

Vessel diameter: 3.96 m

193a

• 4.795 m

• 4.39 m

205 a

4 795 m

4 49 m

STEAM GENERATOR

COOLANT PUMP

• Height: 20 6 m
- Heat Iranslerl aera: 4 751 m?

• Sleam abidule pressure: 57.5 bar

• Flow rate: 21 250 mVh
• Eleclrical power |ho! cor.üitionsl: 5400 kW

22.3 m
6936 m?

72 bar

23300 m3/h
5910 kW

219 m
7300 m'
73.3 tar

24 5Onnv)/h
6600 kW

GENERAL
LAYOUT

Identical nuclear island

REACTOR
CONTAINMENT

With steel liner

H : 5 1 . 3 m
0 : 3 7 m

L- EQUIPMENT HATCH

H: 71.9 m
8:45 m

H : 62 m H : 63.2 m
B: 43.8 m 8: 43.B m

-EQUIPMENT HATCH •EQUIPMENT HATCH

Design pressure|bar| 4.7 4.B 5.2 53

Dimensions are measured Irom the ground level
D.E. • October 19B5

Figure 3 Chriracteristics of the standardization series
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These principles have led to, for the 1300
MW series :

- a separation of the residual heat removal,
spent fuel heat removal, and low pressure
safety injection systems (as for the 900 MW
series)

- a separation uf the high pressure safety
injection and the chemical and volume con-
trol systems

- a redundancy :

2 x 100% for systems seldom called upon (sa-
fety injection, containment spray)

2 x (2 x 100%) for frequently or permanently
used systems (service water, component coo-
ling) : within each train, redundant active
components allow easy maintenance

- a redundancy and diversification for the
steam generator auxiliary feed water system :

2 x 100% with electrical sources

2 x 100% with steam sources

- "long term" safety systems or devices (as
for the 900 MW series) :

. a few minutes after a total loss of elec-
trical sources or of the component cooling
system, a steam driven pump can feed water
to the primary pump seals.

, a few hours after reactor shutdown, the
residual heat can be removed via the spent
fuel heat removal system

. a few days after a LOCA, the containment
spray pumps can be connected to the low. pres-
sure safety injection system and maintain
core cooling.

This approach assures very low core
melt probabilities and gives enough time,
in case of a severe common cause failure,
to restore whatever power source or mechani-
cal system is necessary to prevent core
melt.

Feedback of experience

An organization has been set up so that
experience gained during operation is fed
back in the design, construction and commis-
sionning of the projects. Therefore, faults
revealed during testing and operation of the
first units (control rod guide tube pins fai-
lures, superheaters component deformations
...) have not only been repaired in the de-
fective units, but have been the subject of
preventive measures for the units under cons-
truction. Each operating event is analysed

and may lend to a correcting modi-
fication (Figure -C'. Similar tres'Dtnt is
given to events in foreign plants, the main
sources of information being the U.S. INPO,
the OCDE Incident Reporting System'and the
UNIPEDE USER'S system. Three Kile Island fol-
low-up actions were processed similarly.

n miking proem lor backtlttlng
In frtnch nucltar plinlt

Figure 4 Analysis of operating experience

The decision, following an operating
event or a fault, to request a modification.
is done by groups of experts from both the
operation and the design divisions.

On account of the standardization poli-
cy, the design of all but minor changes is
done at a national level by the initial desi-
gn organization which determines the correc-
tive measures as well as their modes of im-
plementation on the different series. This
method gives assurance of consistency, but
is rather slow. Priorities have to be given
which range from 0 (start at once with all'
the means that can be mobilized) to 3 (me-
dium range programme).

Safety

There is no possible way to standardize
if safety requirements are continually modi-
fied. This obvious proposition has led Elec-
tric ite de France and Framatoiri' t- ' •• active
partners of the Safety Authorities, and even
to promote improvements when they appeared
technically useful. As far as they were con-
cerned, the French Safety Authorities soon
accepted that standardization presented so
many advantages from the standpoint of safe-
ty that the way was open to compromise.

EDF's safety approach is described in
a "white book" which can be seen in a poster
session of this conference. One aspect has
already been touched upon in the description
of the safeguard systems where it has been
clearly shown that it is both semi-determi-
nistic and semi-probabilistic. The same is
true for external events : earthquakes are
taken as deterministic design conditions
whereas aircraft crashes are taken as
probabilistic events which can be neglected
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if their probability jf K'cerr; nee are low
enougn. Ariüt h'-r • r;p^rtan!- .:/pect is tn*' ."•- -
fense i:: :!-p'h principle appi i e;i to t ht- main
barriers : fuel ei iddmn, primary circuit,
and r'.i:"i'.Ml :.:•;<.;;:'.. 'i r.e app i ic-it. ion of this
pri;., '.-.•'.:. I. ir. '„••••••l -->:t ondr-d , or-peci a • ' y > : n -

ce Thr--o ;-".iK- Island, in two directions, tx-
vere .•!"•:•: d- ;-,ts a:id iiur-,ir. '.•.••h-ivioar :

- severe accidents arc rieit wi'h :.r. •> v>. yop.J-
desigr, approach ; aithougn • !:• ..:'--cu.--ir i .-:y-ö-

n e v e r ' h>-!. •;•..•; S S S U T ' S it happe!'. ; it !VK;

been \'e;- i ''; •';• • :int prefpt failure of '!;e l."ir-

ge, dry cent a; nnient s had a very low prohaln-
i i ty and uierefore is in t.he residual risk
category, but that pressure would slowly
build up in the containment because of re."i-
dual heat and ctv?rr.ical react ion«-, Lietwe^n Mio
corium rind U.e concrete stru.cturi-s ; the con-
clusion was t.h.'it filtered venting was a sim-
ple pr'i.vr.i' : on •-•!:••" rould, and r.hr.uld, tak':,
with the objective of reducing a potential
source tor;1: to a f<?w lo-'i of the fission pro-
duct inven'r.iry (nob I- easrs excepted) (labl>-'
3;.

Talil ;'eyond d'jsii:,n appror,ch

Design basis accidents: Consequences — 0
• (containment)

Successive failures: 0( safeguard systems

Of H procedures

Of U1 procedure

Severe accident: Accident _ Containment
• management ~ protection

Radiological consequences: Source term

- human behaviour has been the subject of
many questions since TMI, a few conclusions
have been drawn, and some of those are ex-
plained in another poster session of this
conference so that I shall only highlight
two of them which both relate to diagnosis
of an accident, the accident procedures and
the organization of the operating teams in
the control room :

. accident procedures are based on predeter-
mined sequences and if, for any reason, the
accident does not fit with these sequences
the operator may have a problem ; for this
reason, redundant, physical state oriented,
procedures have been developed ; these proce-
dures are based on pressure, temperature,
water inventory and activity in the primary
and secondary circuits and in the contain-
ment.

; ; ; a n i ^ a * i e r e l ' t i n o p e r - . i t i n e t e a " ' . ; - ' i n

f a c 1 . - i : a t < _ ' t i c e t h e o p e r a t o r [•; o r . a • . • . T o n e
t r a c k , h - - '.;- u : - : ; - ( < y ' • • r - - v - , V e r ; '..• e v e
;•.• - ! , i : ~ n i f : " k - ' . : i y , '.:', - . . . • • • , :" . : • " • . r - : ;

e v e n t s , i " s a f e t y • • , . • : : < • • " " > •• '.':-.': \ - - i : : :

••.her;'- c r : ' y :u»"y i s Vj i •;.!«..• : . i ; ; < .wn a . , . , : :
••:; '!:• o h y s i r:i 1 s t a t - o f t h - p l . i i i t a : . - i .

r=h.-!ii!'i ".." s i t u a t i o n w a r r a n t , i t , o r d e i ' t'•
: i n p i ' ^ e n t a t i o n o f a n " u l t i m a t e p r o c e d , ; r " "
w h i c h h a s f o r o n l y g o a l t o p r e v e n t c<•:••-• ::

CUERGENCT ORGANIZATION • /
(inliin«l/«iiitnal to Iht pli.il) /

«AUTY CNOINtCR /

OFCRATONS /

AUTOMATIC
ACTION» 7

«EOIMM1NQ or ACCIDENT TIMI

Figure r> Accident management

The dual approach - determin istic and
probalistic -, and the extended defense in
deptht c n ^ f ' i hnv" proven robust enough to
adapt easily to all the feed-back of experi-
ence, including Three Mile Island. Much more
than detailed criteria, they have allowed
standardization, requesting only limited back-
fitting on the early series.

Codes and standard

Both the safety requirements and the de-
sign and construction rules have been progres-
sively developed over the past fifteen years.
They are periodically revised and take into
account feedback of technological experience
and changes in regulatory requirements. The
fields covered by the design and construction
standards are listed in table 4.

Table 4 Design and construction standards

RCCM Mechanical components ot nuclear island

RCCE Electrical components

RCCC Fuel assemblies

RCC-NR Mechanical components tor fast breeders

RCC-P Systems design

R C C - G Civil works

RCC- I Fire protection

RRC-TA Turbo-generator

RRC-EV Water and steam systems

1 4 0



STANi">AK!"'KATION Schedules

Cost

Loth i;N!FEDE and the European Communi-
ties have published cost comparison for P.U-
clear k'.vh within he Communities (table 5).
Detailed comparisons with Japanese utilities
and with the U.S. EPF.I also have shown a si-
gnificant advantage for the Kronen plants,
the best part of which is due to standardiza-
tion.
'''•:!•!'• 5 International cost comparison

Country

Met output

inv«itm*nt

Opuntien

Futt

Total cost

Franc«

Js1393MW

1.14

0.48

0.88

2.50

F R G

1x1259 MW

VBB

0.G0

0.89

3.36

Belgium

1x1300 MW

1 38

0.43

0.92

2.73

Great
Britain

1X1155MW

7.7%

o.ce

l.Ot

4.49

Italy

2x1000 MW

1.33

0.42

1.01

2.97

Heiner-
lindi

I x l 000 MW

1.61

0.'!

0.90

3.01

CURRENCY: 10 ECU (European Currency Unil, us o l j m u a r y 19M)

ANNUAL UTILIZATION ; 6 600 hours

DISCOUf/T RATE : 5V. h constant money

COMMERCIAL COMMISSIONING DATE : 07.01.1995

UNIT LIFETII.tr: 25 years

The inain reasons for achieving relative-
ly low costs art1 the following :

- engineering man-power for design, quality
control and quality assurance are about 5 mil-
lion man-hours for a first of a kind unit,
and less than 1 million for the following
identical units

- lessons luarned
save both time and
field man power wa
for the first two
power station,, and
third pair. Althou
fabrication costs
standardization.

at all stages of field work
money ; for instance,
about 29 million man hours

pairs of units at Gravelines
only 13 million for the

gh more difficult to assess,
certainly benefit also from

On the other hand, standardization has led
to a rather extensive backfitting policy, re-
quiring :

- 500000 man hours for field work on each 900
MW unit

- 1 000000 man hours for design and enginee-
ring for the 900 MW series, that is an ave-
rage of 30000 man hours per unit.

- 4% of the initial capital cost.

One can readily see that standardization has
brought even higher benefits for backfitting
than for the initial work, essentially on en-
gineering costs, and that 4% increase of the
initial capital cost is low compared to the
general international trends in cost increa-
ses.

Two figures best illustrate the benefits
of standardization on schedules. Figure 6 gi-
ves the actual construction times for the 33
first 900 '•''::' units from boiler commitment to
first connection to the grid, which range from
'70-80 months for the first units to 55-65
months for the latest (although two of those
experienced greater delays because of problems
on large conventional components).
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Figure 6 000 KW completion times

Figure 7 is an aggressive example of the
learning curve effect on commissionning sche-
dule, from fuel loading to full power, which
has been reduced from 12 months for Paluel 1
to 2.5 months for Paluel 4. Comparison with
schedules on other sites definitely point out
that the effect of several identical units on
one site, in this case, brings more benefits
than standardization by itself.

.V

PXLUEL SAINT-A18AN FLAMAMVIllE

Figure 7 1300 MW commissionning times

Plant performance

Time avaibility factors (AF) and energy
factors (Kd) are shown on fipure 8 for the 900
MW - —

1979 ; 1980 i 1931 \ 1932 j 1983 ; 1984 ; 1965 | 19SS

R ] f"*l ["I f"l f"1 ["1 f"1 ["1 ("J
Ni » « e n OF UNITS IN COMMERCIAL OPERATION AT THE END OF THE YEAR

Figure 8 900 MW availability factors
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The lew values in 1979-SO are due to pro-
blems with control rod guide tube pins, also
experienced on PWR's in Japan and in the USA,
and those in 1982-83 are due to problems with
the main generators and the separator-super-
heaters of the CP2 series. In both cases, the
total loss incurred is about one unit x year,
which is a high figure. But when put in pers-
pective, one must also point out that: severe
generic problems on the 33 900 MW units ac-
count for about two unit x years out of a to-
tal of nearly 200 unit x years of operation,
that is about 1%. These generic losses! stem-
ming from the standardization policy are more
than an ordr-r of magnitude lower than the be-
nefits which this same policy has brought.

STANDARDIZATION AND THE FUTURE

The N4 "advanced" PWR

The 34 th and last 900 "VJ unit is to be
commissionned this year. The 20th and last
1300 MW unit is to be commissionned in 1993,
a year or so after the first of'the 1400 MW,
N4,series. This last "advanced" PWR is an op-
timized version of the 1300 MW series, and ta-
kes advantage both of the feed-back of expe-
rience and of the latest technologival advan-
ces, particularly for the man—machine interfa-
ce but also for major components such as the
steam-generators and the turbo-generators.
There is no reason today to doubt that the ad-
vantages of standardization will be much grea-
ter than any foreseeable further improve-
ments, and that the N4 model will be French
work-horse well into the 1990's. In other
words, although the pace of the programme has
considerably slowed down, the N4 model has a
good chance to live longer than the eight to
ten years of the 900 and 1300 models.

Fuel cycle

Significant cost reductions are expected
during the next decade from inprovements in
the fuel cycle of existing plants : increased
burnup, greater flexibility, quarter-core
fuel replacement strategies, etc ... As a
first step, for instance, a 42000 MWD/te burn-
up and quarter-core strategy seems readily
achievable and should decrease by about 10%
the fuel cycle cost, but economic studies
point to further gains with burnup of 50000
MW/Ü or more. Some of these developments re-
quire large research and development program-
mes and detailed studies applied to each
plant, and can only be warranted by a large
number of identical units. Standardization
again . ..

Requirements for post-N4 models

Planning for the post-N4 models will
have to take into account the environment at
the turn of the century. Several factors are

likely to influence this environment. :

- will the existing plants still be able at.
the end of their fourty years life to meet the
large load-following demands for which they
have been designed7

- will technological improvements in the
fields of materials, of robotics and on—line
surveillance systems, of expert systems, and
will more insights on reactor safety and
severe accidents, either render obsolet» the
older plants or, as has been the case over the
last 20 years, lead only to some backf i ttirig,
for old plants and minor optimization for new
plants ?

- what will be the fuel cycle picture, with
improved and cheaper isotopic separation pro-
cesses (laser) and improved fuel reproces-
sing, not to mention the possible advent of
industrial breeders ?

It seems premature to forecast so long ahead,
but these different areas are to be investiga-
ted in the next few years.

CONCLUSION

I shall draw three major conclusions from
the French experience :

1. Standardization has proven to be very bene-
ficial, the positive effects being at least
an order of magnitude greater than the nega-
tive effects.

2. Nuclear Safety is not really an obstacle
to standardization and has led to relative-
ly minor backfitting requirements, even af-
ter Three Mile Island. This is as it should
be, since the design and construction pe-
riod of a series -say 15 years- is only a
fraction of the total life-span of the
plants - 50 years or so from first design
to shutdown of the last unit - .

3. Standardization has to be a compromise bet-
ween conflicting interest, and this compro-
mise need not be the same everywhere and,
in a given country, all the time. Indus-
trial organization and technological obso-
lescence are major factors to be taken into
account. Nevertheless, the French experien-
ce is relevant for other countries who wish
to achieve self-reliance.
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